










DRIVER TEST RESULTS 
EXPLAINED BY VICE GOLF 
 
VICE Golf balls exhibit top performance in 2015 independent testing 
 
Independent ball tests conducted at SAN DIEGO Golf Laboratories Inc. have proven that 
Germany based VICE Golf are on par with and even outperform the #1 ball in Golf Titleist in 
several categories. The outcome of these tests combined with VICE Golf’s more affordable prices 
will surely make golfers reconsider their ball of choice. 
 
The sample of balls tested include: 
 
VICE Golf Titleist 
VICE Drive DT Solo 
VICE Tour NXT Tour 
VICE Pro Pro V1 
VICE Pro Plus Pro V1X 

(Rows indicate comparable ball models) 
 
To achieve accurate results, many elements of the testing were held constant across all ball 
models. The testing used a TaylorMade RBZ 10.5° driver, swung by computer-controlled robot at 
94MPH – a typical club head speed for an average male golfer. This club head speed achieved 
an average ball speed for both VICE and Titleist models of 137.4MPH. The ratio of ball to club 
head speed, otherwise known as SMASH Factor, averaged around 1.46 – a typical result for a 
high-level amateur with a driver. Additional to this, attack angle, club path, launch angle and 
vertical as well as horizontal swing plane were held constant with minimal variance during testing. 
 
Results show that for three of the four comparable balls tested, the VICE models achieved ball 
lower spin rates.  
 
 VICE (in RPM) Titleist (in RPM) 
VICE Drive / DT Solo 2875.7 2797.6 
VICE Tour / NXT Tour 2755.6 2926.3 
VICE Pro / Pro V1 3065.7 3151.3 
VICE Pro Plus / Pro V1X 3055.4 3125.5 
 
Additional to the lower spin rates, VICE balls’ peak height averaged a yard lower than Titleists’. 
As a result of this lower flight height, vertical angle of descent of the VICE balls was almost 1° 
lower than the Titleist´s (32.8° vs. 33.5°). These flight characteristics combined to allow greater 
roll out results for VICE balls, with distances ranging between 26.2 yards and 34.3 yards; the 
maximum achieved by the Titleist range was 32.4 yards. As a tradeoff to the additional roll 
exhibited by VICE balls, the Titleist balls tended to carry slightly further than the VICE balls; 
Titleist ranged from 223.8 to 226.3 yards, VICE from 221.4 to 227.2 yards. 
In terms of total distance however, the extra roll achieved by the VICE balls compensated for the 
slightly shorter carry. Overall the VICE balls achieved distances ranging from 251.8 to 259.1 
yards whereas Titleist balls achieved less, between 251.7 and 256.2 yards.  
 
In summary, lower ball spin rates and general lower ball flight pattern of VICE Golf balls make 
them a serious competitor relative to the market leaders, Titleist. Having long been described as 
the ‘#1 Ball in Golf’, perhaps Titleist have finally found their main rival – a fresh, new influence in 
the golfing world, supporting not only golfer’s games but also their wallets. 
 



HALF WEDGE TEST RESULTS 
EXPLAINED BY VICE GOLF 
 
VICE Golf balls exhibit top performance in 2015 independent testing 
 
Independent ball tests conducted at SAN DIEGO Golf Laboratories Inc. have proven that 
Germany based VICE Golf are on par with and even outperform the #1 ball in Golf, Titleist, in 
several categories. The outcome of these tests combined with VICE Golf’s more affordable prices 
will surely make golfers reconsider their ball of choice. 
 
For many high level amateur and professional golfers, choice of ball will be determined 
predominantly by how the ball performs around the greens. The testing conducted therefore 
compared current market leading Titleist flagships, ProV1 and ProV1x against their VICE Golf 
competitors, VICE Pro and Pro Plus with a half-wedge style shot. The premium VICE Pro and 
ProV1 models are both marketed as slightly softer, and slightly higher spinning than their VICE 
Pro Plus and ProV1x counterparts. 
 
To achieve accurate and comparable results, many elements involved in the testing were held 
constant.  The computer-controlled robot used a Cleveland 56° CG-15 Wedge at a club head 
speed of 50MPH – this resulted in a consistent ball speed of 59.3MPH and SMASH Factor of 1.2. 
Other variables including attack angle, club path, launch angle and vertical as well as horizontal 
swing plane were held constant. 
 
The results show ball spin rates of: 
 
 VICE (in RPM) Titleist (in RPM) 
VICE Pro / Pro V1 7301.0 7154.8 
VICE Pro Plus / Pro V1X 7275.3 7435.6 
(Rows indicate comparable ball models) 
 
The testing reveals that VICE balls are highly comparable to the market leading Titleist balls. It is 
possible to add that VICE balls even marginally outperform their competitors given the marketed 
characteristics of the balls. Of the softer, higher spinning models, the VICE Pro spins almost 
150RPM more than the Titleist ProV1; furthermore, of the longer, lower spinning balls, the VICE 
Pro Plus spins roughly 160RPM less than the Titleist ProV1x. 
 
All balls tested had near identical peak heights indicating very consistent ball flights, resulting in 
very similar carry distances. 
 
In summary, there is little to distinguish between VICE and Titleist ball models in terms of 
performance for the high-level golfer in the market for the highest quality, flagship balls. It may 
even be possible to suggest that VICE outperform Titleist when considering the USP of the 
individual ball. Having long been described as the ‘#1 Ball in Golf’, perhaps Titleist have finally 
found their main rival – a fresh, new influence in the golfing world, supporting not only golfer’s 
games but also their wallets. 
 


